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chapter 6

“But Who Was Gerty?” Intertextuality and  
the Advertising Language of “Nausicaa”

Matthew Hayward

Abstract

The critical tendency has been to treat the “Nausicaa” episode of Ulysses naturalisti-
cally, interpreting Gerty as James Joyce’s portrait of a young woman whose personality 
is conditioned by the commercialised texts that surround her. From the early 1990s, 
with a growing interest in advertising and consumer culture in Ulysses, critics went 
further still, finding Gerty to be modelled upon a “real” historical type – the deluded, 
fashion-attentive young woman of the early twentieth century. Yet a reconsideration 
of the style of the “Nausicaa” episode in the context of contemporary women’s ad-
vertisements shows the chapter to be more thoroughly intertextual than has been 
 recognised. Moving away from naturalistic conceptions of Gerty towards a more inter-
textual approach allows a reading of Joyce’s parody as aimed not at the putative female 
consumer, nor at the culture within which she consumes, but at a certain advertising 
style, which was male-defined but attempted to project a language and sensibility onto 
the female subject.

Keywords

“Nausicaa” – Ulysses – advertising – language – intertextuality – style – parody – 
consumerism – Lady’s Pictorial – commodity culture

Almost from the start, Gerty MacDowell has been interpreted as a young wom-
an whose personality is a “product” of the commercialised texts that surround 
her. Hugh Kenner describes the first part of “Nausicaa” as “the section shaped 
by the mind of a Victorian lady novelist”, Gerty a woman “whose mind has 
been shaped by such minds”.1 Karen Lawrence describes her in more or less the 
same terms: “What Joyce presents in the first half of ‘Nausicaa’ is the  indirect 

1 Hugh Kenner, “The Rhetoric of Silence”, James Joyce Quarterly 14, no. 4 (Summer 1977): 382.
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monologue of Gerty MacDowell, translated into a language appropriate to 
her; he parodies her sentimental mind by parodying the second-rate fiction 
that has nurtured it”.2 Suzette Henke is more sympathetic, both towards Gerty 
as a character and towards Joyce’s intentions: “The poignant, satirical jest of 
 ‘Nausicaa’ is directed less against Gerty than against the manipulative society 
of which she is a product”. Yet “a product” Gerty remains, her mind still “shaped 
by the clichéd rhetoric of fashion magazines”.3

Thomas Richards’s chapter in The Commodity Culture of Victorian England 
broke new ground, tracing the intertextual origins of Gerty’s character in some 
detail, both to Maria Cummins’s The Lamplighter,4 and especially to the adver-
tising figure of the “seaside girl”.5 However, despite this new attentiveness to 
the chapter’s intertextual origins, Richards ultimately presents “Nausicaa” as a 
naturalistic depiction of a “real” early-twentieth-century female consumer. His 
broad argument, that “advertisers sucked consumers, especially women, into 
the vortex of a master–slave dialectic”, still rests upon the conventional valua-
tion of Gerty MacDowell as a young woman disfigured and debilitated by her 
consumerism, a valuation evident even in as sympathetic a reader as Henke, 
whose description Richards’s certainly resembles: “Gerty has been sucked into 
a whirlpool of commercial fantasy”.6

Richards finds Gerty to be all but helpless in the face of a dominant con-
sumerism: she is a “generalized and impoverished” consumer, “shaped” – that 
word again – “by the developing forms of commodity culture”.7 For Garry Leon-
ard, who has written the only full length study of Joyce’s engagement with this 

2 Karen Lawrence, The Odyssey of Style in “Ulysses” (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 
1981), 120.

3 Suzette Henke, “Gerty MacDowell: Joyce’s Sentimental Heroine”, in Women in Joyce, ed. 
 Suzette Henke and Elaine Unkeless (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1982), 134–35. Hen-
ke’s point is made slightly differently by Kimberly Devlin, who takes it that the “episode’s 
irony” is “aimed not so much at Gerty … but rather at the absurd romance exemplar she 
unsuccessfully tries to imitate”; Kimberly Devlin, “The Romance Heroine Exposed: ‘Nausicaa’ 
and ‘The Lamplighter’”, James Joyce Quarterly 22, no. 4 (1985): 393.

4 Maria Cummins, The Lamplighter (Boston: John P. Jewett, 1854).
5 Thomas Richards, The Commodity Culture of Victorian England: Advertising and Spectacle, 

1851–1914 (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1990), 205–48. See also Garry Leonard, Adver-
tising and Commodity Culture in Joyce (Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 1998), 98–143; 
Andrew Gibson, Joyce’s Revenge: History, Politics, and Aesthetics in “Ulysses” (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 2002), 127–49; Katherine Mullin, James Joyce, Sexuality and Social Purity 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2003), 140–70.

6 Richards, Commodity Culture, 7; Henke, “Gerty MacDowell”, 135.
7 Richards, Commodity Culture, 211.
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commodity culture, Gerty’s response is more deliberate: her commodified self 
is “a desperate and crafty tactic for survival and not … the vain pursuit of a 
simpleminded girl”.8 Yet whether Gerty is knowingly or unknowingly manip-
ulated, we find here the same assumption that Joyce is depicting a realistic 
figure who has either been shaped by, or shapes herself according to, the dic-
tates of consumerism. Indeed, the naturalistic reading of Gerty is perfected by 
Richards and Leonard, because they reify the character into a psychological 
and historical case study. Richards is frank in his claim that “in cultural his-
tory Joyce’s narrative of Gerty MacDowell ought to occupy a position similar to 
Freud’s narrative of Dora”; Leonard extrapolates from the experience of Gerty 
and Bloom to the experience of “the consumer in the modern marketplace”.9

The naturalistic, character-based readings of “Nausicaa” – whether they 
take the narrative intention to be the mockery of Gerty herself, as with Ken-
ner and Lawrence, or whether they take it to be a broader cultural complaint, 
as with Henke, Richards and Leonard – all presuppose that Gerty is modelled 
upon a “real” historical type: the deluded, fashion-attentive young woman of 
the early twentieth century. Yet with the style of “Nausicaa” foregrounded as it 
is, the chapter is manifestly intertextual: it is parody proper, “a composition in 
which the characteristic style and themes of a particular author or genre are 
satirized by being applied to inappropriate or unlikely subjects, or are other-
wise exaggerated for comic effect”.10 By definition, therefore, the parodic style 
of the chapter demands that it be read against other texts. This essay sets out to 
do just that, ultimately returning to the language of women’s advertisements 
in the early decades of the twentieth century to show that the chapter is more 
thoroughly (if diffusely) intertextual than has been recognised.

It begins, however, by outlining some of the problems with the received 
assumption that Joyce uses Gerty MacDowell to present his critique of the 
female consumer. Gerty is frequently read as the embodiment of passive 
 consumerism  – a reading that hinges on conventional gendered distinc-
tions between active male and passive female modes of consumption.11 This 
essay looks more carefully at the way in which her character reflects her 
 consumerism, and finds her not to be so different from Joyce’s male characters 
as has been supposed. It goes on to reconsider what Joyce famously described 
to Frank Budgen as the “namby-pamby jammy marmalady drawersy (alto là!) 

8 Leonard, Advertising, 134.
9 Richards, Commodity Culture, 210; Leonard, Advertising, 114.
10 “Parody”, oed Online, accessed 6 December 2016, http://oed.com.
11 For a discussion of these conventional distinctions, see Rachel Bowlby, Shopping with 

Freud (London: Routledge, 1993), 18–34.

http://oed.com
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style” (Letters i 135) of the first half of the chapter, particularly its syntax, and 
shows that while the peculiar use of conjunctions and punctuation are likely 
intended to denote femininity, they are not in any essential way connected to 
her consumerism. Where the style can be related to consumerism, however, 
is in the employment of the loose but nevertheless identifiable lexicon of fe-
male-oriented advertisements from the early decades of the twentieth century. 
Concluding by moving away from naturalistic conceptions of Gerty towards a 
more intertextual reading, this essay resists the conventional interpretation of 
the “Nausicaa” episode as a critique of the young, consuming female. It argues 
that Joyce’s satire is aimed not at the putative female consumer, nor exactly at 
the culture within which she consumes, but (far more playfully) at a certain 
advertising style, which – like “Nausicaa” itself – was male-defined, and yet at-
tempted to project a language and sensibility onto the female subject.

 The Projected Mirage: Gendering Consumerism

If “Nausicaa” has generally been read as a critique of the debilitating effects of 
consumerism, the minor premise has been that this debilitation is gendered. 
Richards notes that advertisers in the early twentieth century “were just be-
ginning to explore the possibility of reaching women, who (it was assumed) 
would prove especially vulnerable to emotional appeals in the tonic tones of 
the domestic novel”.12 He argues that this feminine vulnerability is exposed in 
the “Nausicaa” episode through the penetrating gaze of Leopold Bloom: “Only 
under Bloom’s watchful eye do we fully recognize Gerty as a preconditioned re-
ceptacle of false needs”. The male’s is the neutral perspective in this formation, 
the female’s the distorted. While “Bloom’s consciousness has undeniably been 
invaded and whittled down by the technology of advertisement”, the male 
retains a critical discernment of the female’s “thoroughly reified response to 
life”.13

The first thing to say about this interpretation is that while Gerty’s part of 
the narrative is no doubt limited, so too is Bloom’s. In the Linati schema, Joyce 
gives the sense or meaning of the “Nausicaa” chapter as “The Projected  Mirage”, 
and it is not necessary to invoke his alleged comment that Gerty’s exhibi-
tion “all took place in Bloom’s imagination” to understand this key: it fits the 

12 Richards, Commodity Culture, 214.
13 Richards, Commodity Culture, 238.
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 structure of the narrative.14 The eversion of perspective that occurs in line 771, 
when the move from Gerty’s vision of Bloom to Bloom’s vision of Gerty is com-
plete, ensures that the reader does not miss the importance of position and 
projection in this chapter. One of the comic effects of this perspectival shift 
is its exposure of the hopeless inaccuracy of the many appellations that each 
character attaches to the other. Gerty’s perception is exaggerative: her “gentle-
man in black” (u 13.349) – “the image of the photo she had of Martin Harvey, 
the matinée idol” (u 13.416–17), “a man of inflexible honour to his fingertips”  
(u 13.694) – turns out to be the masturbator Bloom. Bloom’s perception of 
Gerty, on the other hand, is reductive: the character whose hopes and vulner-
abilities have been presented through nearly eight hundred lines of evaded 
insecurities is reduced by Bloom to a “hot little devil” (u 13.776), “that little 
 limping devil” (u 13.851–52), a “little wretch” (u 13.1102), and, finally, simply 
“that female” (u 13.1253). Both perspectives are distorted, one by inflation, the 
other by reduction, perhaps fulfilling the “technic” that Joyce apparently in-
tended for the chapter, “tumescence: detumescence”.15 Neither is neutral.

The second point to make is that consumerism is not, across the novel, pre-
sented as a particularly feminine activity. We read that “undies … were Gerty’s 
chief care” (u 13.171), yet Bloom’s commitment to their consumption is by this 
stage already well established. When he is swayed by the clothing on display 
in the windows of Brown Thomas, Bloom thinks to himself that the “sunwarm 
silk” is “all for a woman” (u 8.634). Yet it is he who considers the purchase –  
“could buy one of those silk petticoats for Molly” (u 8.1061) – and if Gerty 
spent a whole afternoon “hunting to match that chenille” (u 13.158), Bloom 
too is careful to ensure that the silk petticoat matches the other clothes that 
he has bought Molly: “colour of her new garters” (u 8.1061–62). Indeed, Bloom 
is still lingering over his lingerie several hours later, as he passes the Ormond 
Quay Hotel: “If I net five guineas with those ads. The violet silk petticoats”  
(u 11.189–90).

Of course, Bloom may buy these items for the enjoyment of seeing Mol-
ly “take them all off” (u 13.799) – or at least envisaging her taking them off 
for Boylan – justifying Leonard’s basic argument that we are witnessing “a 
world where ‘femininity’ is male-defined”. Leonard is right too that Gerty’s 
 self-adornment is for the sake of the “male gaze she dreams of attracting”;16 

14 First mentioned in the “Linati schema”, in Richard Ellmann, Ulysses on the Liffey (London: 
Faber, 1974), 187; Arthur Power, Conversations with James Joyce, ed. Clive Hart (Dublin: 
 Millington, 1974), 32.

15 Stuart Gilbert, James Joyce’s “Ulysses”: A Study, rev. ed. (London: Faber, 1952), 272.
16 Leonard, Advertising, 111, 109.
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the narrator says as much: “something told her to put on the transparent stock-
ings thinking Reggy Wylie might be out” (u 13.426–27). It is also fair to say that 
Gerty is presented as having internalised these standards of femininity, as we 
see in her judgments of other women. The Gerty-narrator repeatedly compares 
her appearance with that of other females, as with the inward sneer at Cissy 
Caffrey for her “insignificant” stockings “that had neither shape nor form” (u 
13.503) – a criticism that quickly slides into social judgment: “she did look a 
streel tugging the two kids along with the flimsy blouse she bought only a fort-
night before like a rag on her back and a bit of her petticoat hanging like a 
caricature” (u 13.506–9).

Leonard relates this judgmental aspect of Gerty’s character to the situ-
ation of women in 1904 Dublin: it is a “strategy of increasingly desperate 
shrewdness whereby she hopes to decisively defeat other women in terms 
of her appearance”.17 Bloom too sees it in gendered terms, taking sartorial 
 competitiveness to be a characteristic trait of “sister souls”: “Picking holes in 
each other’s appearance. You’re looking splendid …. Showing their teeth at one 
another” (u 13.817–19). He has in mind here Molly and her friend Josie Breen, 
yet it is Bloom himself that we have seen “picking holes” in Mrs Breen’s appear-
ance during their earlier meeting:

Same blue serge dress she had two years ago, the nap bleaching. Seen its 
best days. Wispish hair over her ears. And that dowdy toque: three old 
grapes to take the harm out of it. Shabby genteel. She used to be a tasty 
dresser.

u 8.265–68

It is particularly significant that Bloom projects these observations onto a fe-
male passerby: “See the eye that woman gave her, passing. Cruel. The unfair 
sex” (u 8.269). That this is an act of projection is confirmed when Mrs Breen 
resurfaces in the “Circe” episode, and Bloom’s earlier appraisal of her dress is 
linked directly to the catty dialogue he had imagined between her and Molly. 
The imaginary conversation between the two women that he had rehearsed in 
“Nausicaa” – “how are you at all? What have you been doing with yourself? Kiss 
and delighted to, kiss, to see you …. You’re looking splendid” (u 13.816–18) – is 
precisely enacted in “Circe” by Bloom himself: “How do you do? It’s ages since 
I. You’re looking splendid” (u 15.399–400). What Bloom takes to be a female 
mode of consumption – one expanded by Leonard into a historical case study 
– is shown by Joyce to mask a similar tendency in the male character.

17 Leonard, Advertising, 115.
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It could be countered that by attributing this stereotype of “feminine” com-
petitive consumption to his male protagonist, Joyce means only to indicate an 
apparently feminine trait in Bloom, thus reinforcing rather than challenging 
that stereotype. It is in the “Circe” episode that Bloom is most literally femi-
nised, first as “a finished example of the new womanly man” (u 15.1798–99) and 
eventually simply as a “good girly” (u 15.2884). However, while Bloom’s concern 
with clothing and appearance has been clear from the earliest chapters – “Nice 
soft tweed Ned Lambert has in that suit. Tinge of purple …. Hello. It’s dyed”  
(u 6.828–31) – he shares this trait with some of the most stereotypically mas-
culine characters, from Blazes Boylan, the “spruce figure” (u 6.199) with his 
trademark “straw hat”, “tan shoes” and “turnedup trousers” (u 8.1168), to Simon 
Dedalus, who we see wrangling with Ben Dollard over his tired getup:

— Hold that fellow with the bad trousers ….
Mr Dedalus eyed with cold wandering scorn various points of Ben 
 Dollard’s figure ….
— That’s a pretty garment, isn’t it, for a summer’s day?
— Why, God eternally curse your soul, Ben Dollard growled furiously,  
I threw out more clothes in my time than you ever saw.

u 10.905–12

Since these other male characters are generally described from the outside 
rather than within, we do not witness any mental connection between the ap-
pearance of clothing and the conditions of its purchase – a connection that 
tends to characterise Gerty’s and Bloom’s reflections. Still, there are occasional 
hints that these other characters are not so different in this respect either, such 
as the brief interior monologue given to Tom Kernan in “Wandering Rocks”:

Mr Kernan halted and preened himself before the sloping mirror …. Styl-
ish coat, beyond a doubt. Scott of Dawson street. Well worth the half 
 sovereign I gave Neary for it. Never built under three guineas. Fits me 
down to the ground …. John Mulligan, the manager of the Hibernian 
bank, gave me a very sharp eye yesterday on Carlisle bridge.

u 10.742–47

Leonard may be right that Gerty’s sartorial competitiveness indicates her 
adherence to the dictates of advertisements. But this is not presented as an 
exclusively female response, and the very assumption that this competitive-
ness is a particularly feminine trait is shown by Joyce to be a stereotype de-
fined and projected by men, even as their own practices belie the distinction. 
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Gerty  obviously seems overly credible in her acceptance of the claims of pat-
ent medicine advertisements, especially compared with Bloom’s more cyni-
cal comments: “All breadcrumbs they are. About six hundred per cent profit”  
(u 6.61–62). But in a fuller sense, in the configuration of her social judgments of 
herself and others along consumerist lines, she does not seem to differ  greatly 
from the other characters in the novel.

 Gerty’s Grammar: Consumerism, Gender and Style

The structure of Gerty’s consumerism, then, cannot straightforwardly be at-
tributed to her gender. However, it is the style of the “Nausicaa” episode that 
is most commonly taken to indicate the peculiar nature of her consumerist 
entrapment. Richards argues that it is “by leaving out conjunctions (or by us-
ing the wrong ones)” that Gerty’s slack grasp of her mediated world is exposed:

Gerty’s syntax … is her own: presumably Bloom would not construct a 
sentence in which alabaster has fingers, “queen of ointments” has no ar-
ticle, “though” introduces a non sequitur, and “either” is left dangling.18

Yet this stylistic assumption too might be reconsidered. As far as the syntax 
goes, Richards’s comparison mostly holds. For Bloom’s interior monologue, 
Joyce tends to separate short clauses into new sentences using full stops.  
He often uses a subordinating conjunction to add a clause to an already closed 
sentence, and while this would make these conjunctions technically incorrect, 
they are suitable for their purpose: to modify or to add to one thought with an-
other, in an approximation of the sequential but subjectively connected struc-
ture of thought. Since co-ordinating conjunctions function correctly at the start 
of a sentence, their meaning is hardly affected by Joyce’s separation of Bloom’s 
clauses. And if it is allowed that a dependent clause may follow a full stop in 
Bloom’s diction, subordinating conjunctions are also generally used accurately.

In Gerty’s narrative, on the other hand, conjunctions – particularly subor-
dinating conjunctions – are used capriciously. In the passage that introduces 
Gerty to the chapter, “though” is used in almost every sentence, almost always 
incorrectly (u 13.79–92). “Because” is even more unruly:

She was wearing the blue for luck … her own colour and lucky too for a 
bride to have a bit of blue somewhere on her because the green she wore 

18 Richards, Commodity Culture, 215, 217.
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that day week brought grief because his father brought him in to study 
for  the intermediate exhibition and because she thought perhaps he 
might be out because when she was dressing that morning she nearly 
slipped up …

u 13.179–84; emphases added

The syntax is so muddled that it is easy to ignore the word’s proper function as 
a subordinating conjunction unless you separate the clauses, and if there exists 
a causal connection between them, it is so tortuously expressed that it can-
not be followed without considerable rearrangement. “Because” thus comes to 
function as a co-ordinating conjunction, simply connecting separate phrases. 
Indeed, the use of “because” in the first half of “Nausicaa” is so wayward that it 
becomes recognisable as a characteristic linguistic signature. Towards the end 
of the final paragraph of the chapter, it is the free usage of this word that alerts 
us to Gerty’s brief re-entry into what we have up to this point been reading as 
Bloom’s narrative:

Mr Bloom with open mouth, his left boot sanded sideways, leaned, 
breathed …. The clock on the mantelpiece in the priest’s house cooed 
where Canon O’Hanlon and Father Conroy and the reverend John Hughes 
S.J. were taking tea … because it was a little canarybird that came out of 
its little house to tell the time that Gerty MacDowell noticed the time she 
was there because she was as quick as anything about a thing like that …

u 13.1286–1301; emphases added

The disordered syntax of Gerty’s narrative is taken by Richards to reflect her 
experience of consumerism: with her inaccurate conjunctions, “manufactured 
objects … hover free, mediating Gerty’s relationship to her world via a veil of 
commodities with which she finally lives in symbiosis”.19 However, it is worth 
making the obvious point that the irregular syntax foreshadows Joyce’s more 
extended use of this technique in “Penelope”, where Molly uses conjunctions 
in much the same way. Indeed, there is another strikingly Penelopean charac-
teristic in the transitional passage between Gerty and Bloom quoted above, al-
though Richards does not observe it. Bloom’s heavily punctuated diction ends 
at the point at which he presumably dozes: “A bat flew. Here. There. Here. Far 
in the grey a bell chimed. Mr Bloom with open mouth, his left boot sanded 
sideways, leaned, breathed. Just for a few” (u 13.1286–88). Gerty’s effusions fol-
low, and from this point on there is a conspicuous absence of punctuation.

19 Richards, Commodity Culture, 217.
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Muddled conjunctions, eschewed punctuation: if these linguistic features 
distinguish Gerty’s narrative from Bloom’s, they also bring the “Nausicaa” 
 chapter closer to “Penelope” than has often been recognised. It is thus hard 
to avoid the suspicion that they are intended by Joyce to be, at least in part, 
mimetic of what he conceived as feminine expression, as indicated elsewhere 
by his oft-quoted comment to his brother Stanislaus from October 1906 – “Do 
you notice how women when they write disregard stops and capital letters?” 
(Letters ii 173) – or by his overuse of the conjunction “but” in the free indirect 
discourse that introduces Lily at the start of “The Dead”: “But Lily seldom made 
a mistake in the orders …. But the only thing they would not stand was back 
answers” (d 15.38–41).20 However, if the stylistic elements shared by Gerty and 
Molly are gendered, sexist even, it does not necessarily follow that this style has 
been devised to represent the female response to consumerism. Richards sug-
gests that the free syntax of Gerty’s narrative indicates her entrapment within 
an alienating consumer culture: Joyce’s “bringing together of the linguistic 
components of the commodity [fluidity of relations] creates a web of connec-
tion from which Gerty MacDowell cannot be freed”.21 Yet if the “linguistic com-
ponents” were the effect of Gerty’s consumerism, we would expect it to hold 
for Joyce’s other female consumers – and it does not. Fritz Senn has pointed out 
that Miss Dunne, Blazes Boylan’s typist, stands as “an earlier mild prefiguration 
of Gerty MacDowell”,22 and the comparison is helpful here, since she is one 
of the few minor female characters represented through interior monologue:

Then she stared at the large poster of Marie Kendall, charming soubrette 
…. Mustard hair and dauby cheeks. She’s not nicelooking, is she? The way 
she’s holding up her bit of a skirt. Wonder will that fellow be at the band 
tonight. If I could get that dressmaker to make a concertina skirt like Susy 
Nagle’s. They kick out grand. Shannon and all the boatclub swells never 
took his eyes off her.

u 10.380–86

Here we have the same attention to advertisements, the same pleased contem-
plation of shopping and consumption, and the same careful scrutiny of both 

20 Joyce explicitly associated the conjunction “because” with women at the time he was 
constructing the “Penelope” episode. In a 1921 letter to Budgen explaining the chapter’s 
structure, he maps “because” to “the female breasts”, as one of the “four cardinal points” of 
the “huge earth ball” that figures woman (Letters i 170).

21 Richards, Commodity Culture, 217–18.
22 Fritz Senn, “Nausicaa”, in James Joyce’s “Ulysses”: Critical Essays, ed. Clive Hart and David 

Hayman (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1974), 282.
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the dress of other women, and the male responses to that dress. And yet the 
style of the interior monologue is far closer to Bloom’s than to Gerty’s: short, 
regularly stopped clauses; lopped personal pronouns; the proper use of a rela-
tively small number of conjunctions. If the internalisation of the “linguistic 
components of the commodity” in “Nausicaa” indeed represents a “miniature 
version of a new interconnectedness of commodity with human culture op-
erative in Irish society”, we should surely expect the same pattern to appear 
in a character like Miss Dunne; after all, while Richards awards the honour 
to Dilly Dedalus, it is Miss Dunne who might accurately be described as “in 
age and class Gerty’s nearest rival in Ulysses”.23 Likewise with Miss Douce and 
Miss Kennedy of the “Sirens” episode. Although their interior monologues are 
minimal – Miss Douce’s “flower in his coat: who gave him?” or Miss Kennedy’s 
“flower, wonder who gave” (u 11.366, 380–81) – these passages are carefully 
punctuated, sharing none of Gerty’s linguistic features. And finally, in a simi-
lar contemplation of Boylan’s attire, the “blond girl in Thornton’s” (u 10.299) 
demonstrates the same sartorial attentiveness that we have seen to be a major 
component of Joyce’s depiction of consumerism, but none of the lax syntax 
that Richards takes to be its stylistic signifier: “got up regardless, with his tie a 
bit crooked” (u 10.330–31).

 Intertextuality and the Language of the Women’s Advertisements

If these elements of Gerty’s narrative cannot be explained as linguistic reflec-
tions of her consumerism, that is not to say that the chapter does not engage 
quite carefully with a consumerist language. Gerty’s narrative includes many 
fragments of particular advertisements, obviously with the direct mention of 
brand names such as “iron jelloids” (u 13.84), but in unlikely phrases too: when 
we find that Procter and Gamble’s immensely successful Ivory brand soap was 
heavily advertised from the late-nineteenth century as “99 44

100 % PURE”, the 
“ivorylike purity” of Gerty’s face begins to seem more material than “spiritual”  
(u 13.87–88). What has not been fully recognised is that even the most banal 
language of the first half of the “Nausicaa” episode carries an intertextual bur-
den, reflecting the vocabulary used in contemporary advertisements directed 
at female consumers. In 1902, an American advertising guidebook claimed that 
“men are reached by a strong swift style – a style the reflex of their business 
life – a style that does not lose itself in a maze of details and wanderings into 
fashionable features – a style sententious, business-like, pleasant and at times 

23 Richards, Commodity Culture, 217, 239.
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a trifle humorous”.24 In 1928, another guidebook studied women’s magazine 
advertisements to find what language appeals most to female consumers, and 
found there a “softer, more delicate, and often more suggestive terminology”.25 
In the years between, this terminology had become ubiquitous in the adver-
tisements printed in the women’s magazines.

A glance through the Lady’s Pictorial – the magazine upon whose sartorial 
advice Gerty MacDowell places so much stock (u 13.151) – demonstrates the 
linguistic codification of women’s advertising in the early decades of the twen-
tieth century. The issue for 4 January 1919, the first of the year in which Joyce 
began writing “Nausicaa”, gives a clear sense of the kind of language that male 
advertisers were using to appeal to female consumers. To pick an example more 
or less at random, an advertisement for the London drapers Stagg and Mantle 
includes four short captions for four images: “smart”, “fascinating”, and two lots 
of “attractive”.26 These are among the “bywords” or “watchwords” found by Carl 
A. Naether to be “omnipresent … in the sentences and paragraphs of copy writ-
ten for firms using space in women’s magazines”, and the list of words he pres-
ents as “more or less common to all advertising” for “toiletries and feminine 
attire” gives an accurate picture of the Lady’s Pictorial for 1919.27 In the columns 
headed “THE SEASON OF SALES”, attributed to the fashion writer Mrs Flor-
ence Roberts (“Butterfly”), but evidently sponsored by the companies the col-
umn promotes, almost every sentence confirms Naether’s list.28 He describes 
the “omnipresent ‘smart’” as “striking in point of frequency of use and variety 
of reference”, and says “without fear of being exaggerative” that it “is indeed 
rare” to find an advertisement for women’s clothing which does not contain 
“smart” or “smartness”.29 His description certainly holds for 1919: “smart” is by 
far the most commonly used word in these columns, appearing in one form 
or another fifteen times across the three pages; an advertisement for Dickins 
and Jones in the same issue uses “smart” or “smartly” in three of its six  picture 

24 J. Angus MacDonald, Successful Advertising: How to Accomplish It (1902), quoted in  Ellen 
Gruber Garvey, The Adman in the Parlor: Magazines and the Gendering of Consumer 
 Culture, 1880s to 1910s (New York: Oxford University Press, 1996), 178.

25 Carl A. Naether, Advertising to Women (New York: Prentice Hall, 1928), 27.
26 Lady’s Pictorial (4 January 1919): ix.
27 Naether, Advertising to Women, 87, 77.
28 Lady’s Pictorial, 4 January 1919, 18–20. The fact that the issue contains display advertise-

ments for each of the companies “Butterfly” recommends strongly suggests that the 
column consists of “puffs” for paying advertisers. Garvey provides evidence to show 
that “puffing” was as typical of women’s magazines as it was of newspapers in the late- 
nineteenth century; Garvey, The Adman in the Parlor, 94–95.

29 Naether, Advertising to Women, 77, 78.
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captions, showing just how well-worn is the “smart vee” of Gerty’s blouse  
(u 13.152).30 Naether’s other “common advertising bywords” follow in Butter-
fly’s columns, with some fifty instances of “charming”, “beautiful”, “delightful”, 
“fascinating”, “lovely”, “attractive”, “graceful”, “wonderful” and the “common-
place ‘exquisite’”.31

To focus on this particular issue is, of course, in some sense arbitrary. 
 Although Joyce’s letters show that he frequently requisitioned newspapers 
and magazines from Dublin, especially from his aunt, Josephine Murray, we 
do not know exactly which issues or even which titles Joyce drew upon for the 
 “Nausicaa” episode. It is a surprising fact that while the style of “Nausicaa” is 
commonly assumed to be based, at least in part, upon the women’s magazines 
to which the chapter refers – Lady’s Pictorial and The Princess’s  Novelettes  – 
very few critics have paid attention to the content of these periodicals. As 
far as I am aware, only Andrew Gibson has attempted to read “Nausicaa” at 
length against the particular titles that form the chapter’s background, and he 
identifies a number of “extremely specific details” that Joyce has drawn into 
the figure of Gerty MacDowell.32 Gibson shows that “the Lady’s Pictorial for 
11 June 1904 has a number of connections with Ulysses”,33 but he is careful not 
to explicitly claim it as a direct source, for there is no evidence to suggest that 
Joyce read or drew upon this issue. References to the Mirus bazaar and the 
Alake of Abeokuta – the connections Gibson notes – were extremely promi-
nent in the Irish and British press in June 1904, and there are no details exclu-
sive to the Lady’s Pictorial accounts to identify this periodical as a source.34 
In fact, many of the features Gibson identifies in issues contemporary to the 
novel’s 1904 setting can be found in the issues from 1919, the year in which 
Joyce commented in a letter to Budgen that he had sketched his “notation of 
flappers’ atrocities” (Letters i 132) to begin working on the “Nausicaa” chap-
ter. For example, Gibson points out that “even Gerty’s moments of supersti-
tion … may stem less from her ‘Irishness’ than from English magazines”.35  

30 Lady’s Pictorial (4 January 1919): vii.
31 Naether, Advertising to Women, 77, 82, 84.
32 Gibson, Joyce’s Revenge, 138. Others have found incidental connections, e.g. R. Brandon 

Kershner, The Culture of Joyce’s “Ulysses” (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2010), 88, 96.
33 Gibson, Joyce’s Revenge, 132.
34 The Mirus bazaar had a near-constant presence in the Irish press in June 1904; Phillip F. 

Herring has documented Joyce’s use of The Times for 14–15 June 1904 in his descriptions of 
the Alake of Abeokuta. See Phillip F. Herring, Joyce’s Notes and Early Drafts for “Ulysses”: 
Selections from the Buffalo Collection (Charlottesville: University Press of Virginia, 1977), 
139–40.

35 Gibson, Joyce’s Revenge, 138.
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He instances  stories and  advertisements from 1904 issues of The Princess’s Nov-
elettes, but there are equally suggestive examples in the 1919 Lady’s Pictorial. 
A weekly column entitled “THE MAGIC OF SELF-HELP” featured a section 
in which one “O Hashnu Hara” – whose unlikely Indo-Irish name registers the 
popular English stereotyping of the Irish as both mystical, and racially other 
– would reply to readers’ letters, briefly addressing their comments and ad-
vising them which days and colours would prove lucky for them. In January 
1919, O Hashnu Hara replied to a Dublin reader, giving her lucky colours and 
advising that her “best day, as a rule, will be Thursday”.36 This could well have 
provided Joyce with material for Gerty: Thursday is her lucky day “for wealth” 
(u 13.119), and she is “wearing the blue for luck, hoping against hope, her own 
colour” (u 13.179–80). There are other suggestive items in the 1919 issues of the 
Lady’s Pictorial, such as the advertisements for Iron Jelloids – the pills that had 
done Gerty “a world of good much better than the Widow Welch’s female pills”  
(u 13.85–86) – advertised on the front page of every fourth issue, “devoid of 
all the usual drawbacks of Iron Tonics”.37 And it would be reasonable to argue 
that if Joyce indeed drew upon these titles, he is more likely to have had access 
to recent issues when he began the “Nausicaa” episode in Trieste towards the 
end of 1919 (Letters i 132); after all, we know that he furnished material for the 
chapter from other contemporary advertisements at this time.38

Yet to privilege 1919 issues over 1904 issues, however more likely they may 
seem, would be to miss the essential continuity of the women’s magazines 
in the first decades of the twentieth century – in their content, perhaps, but 
especially in their use of a general “feminised” language. The vocabulary that 
Naether identifies in 1928, with reference to the American magazines Vogue, 
Ladies’ Home Journal, and Good Housekeeping, is substantially the same as the 
vocabulary of the English Lady’s Pictorial in 1919. It is also substantially the 
language of the “Nausicaa” episode, and – to a lesser extent and with a crucially 
different application – “Penelope”. This claim is best demonstrated by cross-
checking the “watchwords” listed above against a concordance for Ulysses, but 
a few examples establish the pattern. “Beauty” is a favourite word of Molly, 

36 Lady’s Pictorial (25 January 1919): 112.
37 Lady’s Pictorial (4 January 1919).
38 For example, “Eyebrowleine” (u 13.111) was advertised from around 1916 and recorded by 

Joyce in his “Nausicaa” notesheets between September 1919 and February 1920. See Harald 
Beck, “Eyebrow Line”, James Joyce Online Notes, accessed 6 December 2016, http://jjon.org/
joyce-s-environs/eyebrow-line, and also Sabrina Alonso’s essay in this volume. Kershner 
also finds the tone of the eyebrowleine passage to be anachronistic when read against 
an issue of the 1904 Princess’s Novelettes, and includes some interesting observations on 
Joyce’s “double chronological focus”; Kershner, The Culture of Joyce’s “Ulysses”, 96.

http://jjon.org/joyce-s-environs/eyebrow-line
http://jjon.org/joyce-s-environs/eyebrow-line
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with nine of the novel’s forty-nine usages given to her, but in Molly’s parlance 
it rarely denotes “personal attractiveness” in any degree, only twice being used 
to describe particular people (Mrs Galbraith and Lily Langtry; u 18.477, 484) 
and otherwise used variously in an idiomatic sense (“that other beauty Burke”;  
u 18.964–65), aesthetic sense (“theres real beauty and poetry for you”; u 
18.1351), or abstract sense (“the woman is beauty”; u 18.559).39 The noun is used 
only once for Gerty, but the adverb form “beautifully” is strongly concentrated 
in the “Nausicaa” chapter, with three of the novel’s four instances appearing in 
Gerty’s narrative. The fourth comes in “Penelope”, and again, Molly’s usage is 
non-personal (describing the moon; u 18.1336), whereas in “Nausicaa” it is used 
to describe Gerty’s appearance: her throat is “so slim, so flawless, so beauti-
fully moulded” (u 13.582–83), and she has “graceful beautifully shaped legs”  
(u 13.698). This is a typical pattern. Such stereotypically “feminine” language is 
used far more often in the chapters that operate with an explicitly feminised 
narrative, as we might expect. But whereas their usages in Molly’s monologue 
are various in application, in Gerty’s narrative they take on the two fundamen-
tal conditions that Naether finds common to all female-oriented advertising 
language: the promise of an attractive appearance is connected, directly or in-
directly, to an advertised commodity.

The pattern is even clearer with the adjective. Nine of the thirty-eight usages 
of the word “beautiful” occur in the narratives of Gerty and Molly, showing a 
definite concentration: nearly a quarter, in sections that make up less than a 
tenth of the total narrative of Ulysses. Once again, Molly’s use of the adjective 
is varied in application, from the appearance of Byron (u 18.209–10), to the 
female genitals (u 18.542), to the lyrics of a song (u 18.1340), to the country-
side (u 18.1560). In “Nausicaa”, by contrast, the word is directly attributed to 
the headline of an advertisement – “you have a beautiful face but your nose?” 
(u 13.114)40 – and is elsewhere used primarily to describe Gerty’s appearance: 
she is “pronounced beautiful by all who knew her” (u 13.81–82), and she has 
“beautiful eyes” (u 13.106). And sure enough, this description of Gerty’s physi-
cal appearance quickly slides into an attribution of her attractiveness to her 
consumption of commodities: “It was Madame Vera Verity, directress of the 
Woman Beautiful page of the Princess Novelette, who had first advised her to 
try eyebrowleine” (u 13.109–11). The beauty of Gerty’s eyes apparently depends 
upon her adherence to an advertisement in a women’s magazine. (An editorial 

39 The other time the word is given a personal application in “Penelope” is in quotation, as 
Molly recalls the English soldier Gardner’s term of endearment for her: “my Irish beauty” 
(u 18.392).

40 For an illustration of this advertisement see Sabrina Alonso’s essay in this volume.
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recommendation of a named commodity would almost certainly have been 
a “puff” paid for by the manufacturer of eyebrowleine, or “par”, as Bloom de-
scribes it in “Aeolus”, u 7.157.) Just as the specific advertised commodity has 
been adopted by Gerty the consumer, so the language of the column has been 
lifted into the narrative that describes her: Gerty’s obedience to “the Woman 
Beautiful” has brought the woman “beautiful eyes”.

The pattern that emerges when working from this list of key advertising 
terms shows that within the “Nausicaa” episode, words that at first sight seem 
to be drawn from a neutral if uninspiring lexicon – beautiful, lovely, graceful, 
attractive, delicate, exquisite, perfect, radiant, wonderful, delightful, fascinat-
ing, entrancing, smart – are in fact drawn from a specific register, the exhaust-
ed diction of advertisements designed for women. Four of the twelve usages 
of “delicate” occur in “Nausicaa” and “Penelope”, and the three in “Nausicaa” all 
describe Gerty’s appearance: “her delicate hands” (u 13.98), her “telltale flush, 
delicate as the faintest rosebloom” (u 13.120), a “delicate pink” in “her pretty 
cheek” (u 13.360–61). A quarter of the twenty uses of “perfect” in Ulysses occur 
in these two chapters, with two of the four instances in “Nausicaa” describing 
Gerty’s appearance: her mouth is “Greekly perfect” (u 13.89), and “her well-
turned ankle displayed its perfect proportions” (u 13.168–69). This last comes 
as part of the extensive inventory of Gerty’s commodities, as does the noun 
form of the word (one of only three examples in the novel): “a navy threequar-
ter skirt cut to the stride showed off her slim graceful figure to perfection”  
(u 13.154–55). “Radiant” is used to describe Gerty’s hair: “a radiant little vision” 
(u 13.511), and “wonderful” is used in the same connection: “Gerty’s crowning 
glory was her wealth of wonderful hair” (u 13.115–16). “Delightful” occurs seven 
times in the novel, once in “Nausicaa” and once in “Penelope”: “what did they 
say they give a delightful figure line” (u 18.448).

That Molly’s usage is a quotation, from an advertisement for “one of those 
kidfitting corsets … advertised cheap in the Gentlewoman” (u 18.446–47), 
confirms the provenance of the vocabulary we are dealing with here. These 
“feminised” advertising watchwords are strongly concentrated in “Nausicaa” 
and “Penelope”, the chapters based explicitly upon female subjects. But as the 
Gentlewoman example shows, they are used quite differently in the two chap-
ters. When Molly uses the word in a consumerist context, it is in quotation, 
and when other female-oriented advertising watchwords are concentrated 
in the “Penelope” chapter, they are given a range of contexts, meanings and 
applications. These words seem to be used simply (and not obviously ironi-
cally) as examples of what Joyce takes to be “feminine language”. In “Nausicaa”, 
by contrast, the advertising language found in the Lady’s Pictorial and other 
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women’s magazines is almost always used to describe the female appearance, 
commodities, or both.

It is this difference that shows how cautious we must be of conflating in-
terpretations of the style of the first half of the “Nausicaa” episode – more 
thoroughly intertextual even than the parodies of the previous chapter – with 
interpretations of its central character. Tracing the lexicon of “Nausicaa” to 
contemporary women’s advertisements might seem merely to confirm the tra-
ditional reading of Gerty’s character as a helpless female consumer, contained 
by the language that expresses her. Yet it is just this form of expression that in-
dicates the thoroughly intertextual nature of the “Nausicaa” episode: not only 
are the specific claims and brand names of female-oriented advertisements 
drawn into the narrative, as has long been seen, but so too is the more general 
language used within these advertisements. With such an intertextual burden, 
it seems wilful to persist in interpreting the chapter as a critique of the young, 
female, Irish consumer, drawn into the novel from “real life”. To follow the sty-
listic imperative so obviously laid out by Joyce, the chapter is surely parodic, 
invoking the male-defined, consumerist vision of “femininity” that was in no 
small part invented by the advertiser. Perhaps here, at last, we can see the rel-
evance of Joyce’s “Projected Mirage” key. R. Brandon Kershner has argued that 
Cissy Caffrey appears in “Circe” as “a paradigmatic figure, not a naturalistic 
one”.41 The same may be said of her friend Gerty, who exists through the style 
of the “Nausicaa” episode as a figure drawn from the consumerist spectacle of 
women’s magazines – perhaps, though not necessarily, a direct projection of 
the spectator Bloom.

This intertextual reading brings “Nausicaa” closer in line with the other late 
episodes of Ulysses than has usually been recognised. It does not necessarily 
discredit psychological interpretations of character, nor deny that Joyce in-
cludes a wealth of realistic local detail in his portrayal of Gerty MacDowell: as 
with other late episodes, the “Nausicaa” narrative functions simultaneously in 
multiple significatory dimensions. However, a properly intertextual approach 
does require that the earlier, naturalistic accounts be reframed. For example, 
Gibson has drawn attention to the frequent narrative slips into the vernacular 
in Gerty’s narrative, which he takes to indicate her resistance to the “import-
ed, genteel idioms” of the British Empire – an “alien idiom” that “collapses, 
and can no longer be sustained”.42 This reading is unusually sensitive to the 
subtle changes of register within the first half of the “Nausicaa” episode, but 

41 Kershner, The Culture of Joyce’s “Ulysses”, 205.
42 Gibson, Joyce’s Revenge, 147.
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it  continues to anchor the narrative in Gerty’s imagined psychology, and thus 
continues to allow the received assumption that Gerty is an example of Joyce’s 
tendency to naturalism – his portrait of a young woman whose personality, 
like that of his earlier heroine Eveline, is fundamentally constructed by her 
social environment, in this case the language of the advertisements. It seems 
to me that Gibson’s acute observation could be reframed. Such naturalistic 
slips – the “little, rude tongues of language” that “stick out constantly at the 
magazine style”43 – may be read as the hints of a “real” character, who is all but 
occluded by the male-defined projection that provides the impetus of the first 
half of the “Nausicaa” episode. Bloom presumably observes a “real” woman on 
 Sandymount Strand. But he observes her in truly commodified terms, garnered 
from the contemporary register of women’s advertisements – a register that 
was itself dreamed up and projected by men.

43 Gibson, Joyce’s Revenge, 147.
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